
 

     HYÈNES (HYENAS) is a Fourth Quarter 2016 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley 

Library. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that film. 

 

15 of a possible 20 points                                                                              **** of a possible ***** 

 

Senegal   1992   color   106 minutes   subtitled live action feature black comedy in Wolof 

Thelma Films / AG Zurich / ADR Productions Paris / Maag Daan, Dakar 

Producers: Pierre-Alain Meier and Alain Rozanès 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

1          Direction: Djibril Diop Mambéty 

0          Editing: Loredana Cristelli 

2          Cinematography: Matthias Kalin 

            Still Photography: Felix von Muralt 

1          Lighting 

2          Screenplay: Djibril Diop Mambéty*, based on the play “The Visit” by  

                                   Friedrich Durenmatt 

2          Music: Waris Diop* 

2          Costume Design: Oumou Sy* 

2          Sound 

1          Acting 

2          Creativity 

15 total points 

 

Cast: Ami Diakhate* (female) (Linguere Ramatou), Djibril Diop Mambéty  

(Kaoru Egushi Gaana), Mansour Diouf* (Dramaan, a store owner), Calgou Fall (the priest),  



Faly Gueye (female) (Madame Drameh, Dramaan’s wife), Mamadou Mahourédia Gueye  

(the mayor), Issa Ramagelissa Samb Toko* (the professor), Rama Thiaw (the mayor’s wife), 

Abdoulaye Diop* (the doctor), Omar Ba (the head of protocol), Hanny Tchelley 

(an Amazon), others  

 

     Since Senegal’s winning of self-rule in 1960, the department of Colobane has been 

deteriorating due to a variety of factors unashamedly identified and deplored by director 

Djibril Diop Mambéty, himself a native of the area. Using as framework Swiss playwright 

Friedrich Durrenmatt’s 1956 play DER BESUCH DER ALTEN DAME (THE VISIT; literally  

THE VISIT OF THE OLD LADY), Mambéty satirizes a society clinging hopelessly to the status 

quo while expecting miraculous economic progress. Obvious prerequisites of planning, work, 

cooperation, investment, and maintenance are bypassed in favor of unlimited charity from 

wealthy benefactors. Why the rich should bother to bestow free rewards on the poor is a 

question never investigated by residents only too content to accept a donor’s vengeful 

conditions, even at the price of their own humanity.  

     Linguère Ramatou returns to Colobane after decades of banishment, rich beyond counting, 

encumbered by prosthetics, bent on vengeance. As a teenager, Linguère had been an 

impoverished town beauty who took unapologetically whatever was within reach. Dramaan 

Drameh, just shy of twenty years old, found such brazen, lawless behavior admirable. He 

threw himself into a passionate love affair leading eventually to impregnation. However, the 

object of his sensual attentiveness was not of appropriate education or socioeconomic 

stature to extend a proposal of marriage. In fact, Dramaan wished to camouflage their 

relationship. So he bribed two younger community Lotharios to testify they had bedded 

Linguère, claims no one but the girl herself contested. Without definitive establishment of 

paternity for her baby, Linguère had no choice but to leave town. In order to support herself 

and soon thereafter an infant, the outcast resorted to prostitution, continuing to ply that 

trade profitably for many years. The burden of an extra mouth was fatally removed within a 

year of its birth. This also was attributed by unhappy exile to Dramaan. 

     Over time, Linguère accumulated funds and even servants, her retinue coming eventually 

to include the judge who sentenced her to ejection from Colobane, an Oriental female 

chauffeur cum valet, two castrated perjurers hunted down and enslaved, and a pair of 

attractive young women serving as glorified cheerleaders for their employer and her 

declarations. All these were bought lock, stock, and barrel by offers of money.  

     Linguère believes and asserts everything and everyone has a price.  

     In his final speech and actions, her victim shows this simply isn’t so. Lavish fun fairs, 

sanctioned looting of Draaman’s store, and continual public humiliations of her abandoner 

only lead to honorable martyrdom, hardly what their instigator hoped to achieve.  



     Like the vengeful woman tormenting him, Colobane’s popular shopkeeper attains self-

knowledge only through isolation in an environment of total rejection. Compelled to 

renounce mayoral ambitions, he tries to at least protect his family. Dramaan learns this is 

impossible. Mere self-preservation itself is unattainable. Failing to assert manhood, unwilling 

to simply dispose of himself to offset communal guilt, Dramaan compels surrounding 

hypocrites to follow up pettier crimes with full-blown murder.  

     Though the visitor returning home demands justice, all she gets is another unfairness.  

Gifts of free or discounted boots from Burkina Faso, imported cigars from Cuba, sectional 

refrigerators, and mass-manufactured air conditioners don’t rescue anyone from poverty.   

     Dramaan’s wife, opportunistically buying every appliance the local girl made good brings 

into Colobane, finally loses everything: husband, store, land, home, self-respect. 

     When Linguère further aggrandizes herself by selling local real estate deviously purchased 

to developers planning construction of an airfield for tourists, this final betrayal mirrors what 

has been occurring all over the African continent since colonialism ended. A handful of greedy 

individuals controlling natural resources, weapons, or government sell out financially 

insecure neighbors. These people are true hyenas, feeding off food purchased from the very 

people subsequently deprived of homes, jobs, nutrition, and education. Elephants of custom 

make way for hyena scavengers maintaining themselves by tossing dignity and morals to the 

wind in empty pursuit of European luxuries. 

     More depressing still is the certainty these social injustices are visited upon exploited 

masses not by outsiders, but rather by compliant fellow Africans, those climbing ever upward 

financially on backs of neighbors and relatives. The guilt ascenders feel is universal. Which is 

why embarrassed executioners operate as a single unit at Hyena’s Hole, hiding behind masks. 

None wish to take identifiable individual responsibility for inhumane, unjustifiable action. 

     An absence of lions physically underlines what the director believed to be missing from the 

picture: cooperative enterprise for general prosperity. Here, collective behavior results in 

criminal hooliganism, premeditated murder, economic enslavement to foreigners. A dead 

end for every survivor.  

     Unless he or she chooses to make atonement. That alternative will redeem protagonists in 

two of Mambety’s later pictures. 

     HYÈNES is colorful, kinetic, and musically engaging, with characters achingly real in 

vulnerability and comic ostentation. The whole cast of egocentrics strongly resembles 

Stephen Sondheim’s ensemble for “Into the Woods,” each member avidly attempting to 

blame death and devastation in the neighborhood on someone else’s selfish thoughtlessness. 

“Your fault” is really everyone’s, as the Witch pointedly declares. 

     Striking use is made of sultry earth colors and azure water for daylight scenes, auburn and 

indigo chromatics dominating night shots.  



     Mambéty dared to incorporate highly stylized stagings into his film, managing to  

individuate movements while still conveying a powerful sense of group uniformity. Solo 

speakers are singled out for close-ups, but actions are frequently reiterated by successive 

performers in pans or tracking shots. Pairings and trios are common, recalling sparsely 

populated choruses of classical Greek tragedy by occasionally commenting on developments. 

However, here wordless mocking commentary also comes through shots of hyenas and a 

semi-civilized monkey, reactions of animals transparently communicating how foolishly 

human counterparts are behaving.  

     To maximize tension, the director supplies continuous injections of black humor in 

dialogues, leaving storekeeper and audiences to draw their own conclusions. Is a man’s life 

worth sacrificing to lift a community’s overall standard of living? This procedure avoids 

sermonizing, keeping drama intense and unpredictable despite everyone acquainted with 

Dürrenmatt’s original source material knowing a tragic conclusion awaits.  

     Foregoing explicitness, the director merely suggests a key occurrence, elimination of 

scapegoat Dramaan, keeping what he terms “magic” operative. Dust returns literally to dust. 

A fate awaiting all, as the film’s final scene of a bulldozer leveling Hyena’s Hole points out. 

     Performances are competent throughout. Most compelling are Ami Diakhate as 

unrelentingly obsessed Linguère Ramatou, Mansour Diouf exhibiting well-founded paranoia 

as persecuted shopkeeper Dramaan Drameh, and Abdoulaye Diop portraying a doctor unable 

or unwilling to counter popular sentiment against previously unpenalized seducer. 

     Lighting is quite adequate, even in night passages.  

     Creative costuming paralleling townspeople with indigenous fauna is remarkable and 

unexpected. When locals turn judicial, a ludicrous reimagining of them with European wigs is 

memorably appropriate, rendering their administration of law a total travesty.  

     Absurdity is piled on absurdity, one prime example occurring with loaded rifle shooting a 

hole into the ceiling rather than Dramaan himself when irritated recipient tosses it back to 

astonished loaner. 

     Occasionally sluggish, overly repetitive editing mars an otherwise exemplary production. 

     Heavily Westernized music links European melodies with African rhythmic patterns quite 

alluringly.  

     HYÈNES is very adult in tone and themes, so not recommended for teens or children. It’s 

essential viewing for adults interested in international cinema. This Kino on Video dvd release 

is highly recommended for mature viewers capable of relishing irony and stinging satire. 

      

             


